
EVE
SHO-ME: APU-[R]-[ATG]-RT-[STPL]-[SQTH]-BBZ
OMF: 8i @ :10 x :03 [H + P + F + J + L + B + Z + R] (1:30)
—————————————————————————————
15i @ :08 x :04 BBZ [1pt / E & 7pt / rep] + ZBB [1pt / E & 8pt / rep]
(RI :60)[PLP / 3pt & CHN / 2pt] [120.180.67] (3:00)

5i @ :60 x :30 HP/3pt + FLSQ/1pt + H/2pt + LG/1pt + HP/3pt 
(RI :60)[PLP / 3pt & CHN / 2pt] [300.450.67] (7:30)

1i @ 3:00 [R] [1pt / R & L]
(RI :60)[PLP / 3pt & CHN / 2pt] (3:00)

5i @ :60 x :30 HP/3pt + FLSQ/1pt + H/2pt + LG/1pt + HP/3pt
(RI :60)[PLP / 3pt & CHN / 2pt] [300.450.67] (7:30)

15i @ :08 x :04 BBZ [1pt / E & 7pt / rep] + ZBB [1pt / E & 8pt / rep]
(RI :60)[PLP / 3pt & CHN / 2pt] [120.180.67] (3:00)
—————————————————————————————

Total Reps
L1 1000+
L2   900
L3   800
L4   700         
L5   600
L6   500
L7   400
L8   300
L9   200
L10   100
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“It all comes down to self-satisfaction and a sense of achievement…” Steve Prefontaine



EVE

The EVE ‘evaluation’ training session is an opportunity to establish a baseline which helps 
evaluate the progress of your training.  ReNA® is not a sport and there is not a ReNA® Olympics.  
ReNA® is a progressive overload training system and testing (evaluating) yourself with 
measurable and repeatable ‘efforts’  is an important part of that training…  

EVE has evolved (and continues to evolve) over my life time and reflects what I think is a true test 
of functional fitness and mentality (determination, will, focus, etc.).  The efforts are designed to 
give you a snapshot of how your training is progressing.  The TRS (total repetition score) chart is 
based on strict performance standards and gives a number value to your functional fitness. In my 
thinking, it’s important to know where you were, where you are and where you want to be… J

1. The Push-up are military style.  We use the Military Push-up, all the way down (chest to 
floor) and all the way up, no ‘half or pumper’ Push-ups and no ‘torso’ Push-ups, the hips must rise 
with the torso, think of a moving plank.  If you do Knee Push-ups, make a note on your 
evaluation sheet.

2. The Flying Squat is FULL depth (ATG).  A squat block should be used (record the ‘block’ 
inches on your evaluation sheet).  Squat depth (range of motion) is important and is something we 
work on, the squat block makes you accountable and prevents ‘unintentional’ cheating.

3. The Lunge is forward with a rear knee touch. The front and rear knee bend should be 90 
degrees.  Each leg Lunge is a point.

4. The Burpee is the cornerstone of ReNA® training.  EVE evaluates with the Squat Thrust 
Burpee (no Push-up) and the Squat Thrust Push-up Burpee (with a Push-up). 

5. The Hundred-up is a 3:00m running form drill based off of the running program developed 
by W. G. George. You must hold form (knees to waist height, toe heel contact, controlled arm 
motion and maintain a 90 degree elbow bend).

6. The Pull-up and Chin-up are ‘dead hang’ (NO kipping) and the chin must clear the bar.  
Pull-ups are done during the rest intervals and reps count for your TRS.  No reps count toward the 
TRS before or after the training session.

7. The BBZ & ZBB are complex Burpees that I ‘created’ for elite swimmers.  Both movements 
are modifiable, but must be executed with full range of motion, proper form and within the :08 
interval.  
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